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Case Study –
Government policy debacle

Coal Allocation Case



Genesis of Coal Allocation scam

• CAG charged Government of India of allocating coal blocks in an inefficient 
manner during the period 2004–2009.

• Basis of CAG’s Charge
• The ‘screening’ process prior to 2010 allowed coal block allocation at nominal expense
• Firms obtained vast reserves of coal in the period 2005–09
• Screening Criteria was opaque and subjective.

• CAG’s Charge
• Government “had the authority, but chose not to” allocate coal blocks via competitive 

bidding
• ‘Windfall gain’ to the ‘allocates’ to the tune of Rs. 1.86-Lac-Crore (windfall gains 

calculated on basis of mining cost vis-a’-vis the market rates multiplied by recoverable 
deposits).

• While CAG suggested that coal blocks could have been allocated more 
efficiently, resulting in more revenue to the government, at no point did it 
suggest that corruption was involved in the allocation of coal.



Basis for continuation of screening policy

Government’s contention:

• Delay in introducing legal amendments for permitting auction allocation 
procedures was a result of coalition politics.

• Opposition ruled states opposed the auction methodology. 

• Maximization of revenue shouldn’t necessarily be the government’s prime 
motive, as auction can lead to higher prices hurting consumers of power and 
steel primarily

• Delay in coal allocation would have led to shortages of power and steel in 
the country



Government’s response to charges
CAG’s Charge Government’s response to Parliament

Government had the legal 
authority to allocate coal 
blocks by a process of 
competitive bidding, but 
chose not to.

• ‘Auction process allocation’ needed an amendment to the Coal Mines 
(Nationalisation) Act which was time-consuming process

• Process of allocation of coal blocks for captive mining could not be kept in 
abeyance for so long given the pressing demand for coal

‘Windfall gain’ to the 
allocatees was to the tune 
of Rs. 1.85 Lac Crore 

• Incorrect Computation of extractable reserves based on averages
• Cost of production varies from mine to mine due to varying geo-mining 

conditions, method of extraction, surface features, number of settlements, 
availability of infrastructure etc.

• Coal blocks offered generally located in difficult areas and hence can’t be 
compared to existing mines

• A part of the gains to be appropriated by the government through taxation 
and under the MMDR Bill, presently being considered by the parliament, 26% 
of the profits earned on coal mining operations would have to be made 
available for local area development.



Fall-out of the debacle

• Inter-Ministerial Group (IMG) recommended 
• De-allocation of 13 blocks 

• Forfeiture of bank guarantees of 14 allottees

• CBI Enquiry launched 

• Former Coal Secretary, Sh. Harish Chandra Gupta and 5 other IAS officers 
convicted for corruption relating to the allocation 

• Irony of the situation
• the six accused had actually not broken any law. 

• The provision of the law, Section 13(1)(d)(iii) of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 
under which these officers have been convicted — which ascribed guilt to a 
public servant EVEN IF ‘no advantage was asked for by him’ —was subsequently 
amended in July 2018 

• Supreme Court later cancelled allocations of 214 coal blocks.



Resource Revenue Conundrum

• Auction Policy launched – CAG Vindicated
• Proceeds from sale of just 32 mines in coal block e-auctions have crossed Rs. 

2.07 lakh crore.

• Amount surpasses CAG's estimate of Rs. 1.85-lakh-crore windfall gain

• Also, additional Rs. 97,000 crore to accrue to the consumers of power through 
reverse auction of coal blocks

• Resultant Paradigm shift in public policy 
• Revenue to be maximized from allocation of national resources like land, 

minerals, water, spectrum, etc. 

• Maximised Revenue adds to availability of funds for the public good



Case Study –
Successful government undertaking



Challenges at inception

• Delivery time-line challenges

• Complicated project design – new technology horizons untested 
earlier in India

• Institutional arrangements – setting international benchmarks in a 
government set-up

• Challenges in imparting or acquiring new skills needed

• Identification and selection of appropriate stakeholders for 
engagement

• Challenges stemming from unviable project financing arrangements.



A shining example of government effectiveness

• Objective - To cover entire Delhi by Metro by 2021 

• All efforts aimed at achieving objective

• Transparency in procurement and contracting –
• Rules and Procedures
• Absolute freedom to Board of Directors 
• Timely decision making
• Systems and manpower

• New Technology Horizons
• Technology Transfer – from world’s best companies
• Specialisation – domain knowledge
• Skill emphasis - Training, Updation and Renewal

• Accountability



Management effectiveness in DMRC

• Professional Management Techniques applied
• Defined Functional domains 

• Well authorized decision channels of Technical, Financial, Administrative functions

• Clear-cut differentiation of functions – e.g. No room for unsolicited intervention or 
obstructive arguments on part of Finance Officers in Technical decision-making and vice 
versa

• Responsibility and Authority defined at each level

• Effective Communication between different teams and groups

• A culture of integrity 
• Mutual Trust

• Less paper-work – decreased documentation

• Less minutes of meetings – only important decisions noted



Stakeholder coordination

• Dialogue with citizens

• Smooth Communication and Coordination with 
utility related local authorities and government 
agencies

• Where other agencies were reluctant to 
cooperate

• DMRC offered to take the responsibility for the work

• even managing traffic on its own in some sectors.

• DMRC retained control of shifting of utilities 
and usage of public space

• As a result
• Work speed increased 

• Minimum disturbances to public



Integrity – the key  

• DMRC has kept its integrity. Be 
it building its ridership, dealing 
with accidents, or tackling 
unexpected problems. 

• The organization started in a 
modest way but made rapid 
growth in terms of number of 
its employees. Their business 
activities have expanded into 
many areas of corporate 
responsibility. 

• Leadership standards

• High ‘Values’ throughout the 
organisation

Dr. E. Sreedharan Series _ Role of Integrity & Transparency in Delhi Metro Project Management [4_8].mp4


Theoretical framework of 
Managerial Effectiveness

The conventional look –

applicable to both private and public sector



Need for Effective Management

• Responsibility of management and 
administration –

• Clear-cut goals and objectives of the 
organization 

• Direction of Efforts

• Efficiency

• Relevance depends on effectiveness

• Goals and 
Objectives

• Efforts and 
Direction

• Efficiency

Effectiveness



General principles of managerial effectiveness

• Objective – ‘reason for existence’.

• Specialisation

• Coordination

• Authority 

• Responsibility

• Job Definition 

• Communication

• Span of control

• Balance

• Continuity



Tools of Managerial Effectiveness

• Leadership

• Motivation

• Delegation of Work

• Time Management

• Brain Storming and Creativity

• Decision Making

• Crisis Management

• Change Management

• Conflict Management

• Human Resource Management



ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS IN MANAGERIAL 
EFFECTIVENESS

• Types of Environment surrounding the organisations
• Social Environment – Education levels, Public Opinion

• Economic Environment – Macro Economy, Monopolies

• Technical Environment – rapid changes

• Political Environment – political objectives and directives

• International Environment – Role of UN, IMF, World Bank, ADB etc.

• Dimensions of the Environment
• Volatile

• Uncertain

• Complex

• Ambiguous



Misnomers
Challenges of Managerial Effectiveness in the Government setup



Conventional difference between Public and 
Private Sector management

• Definition 
• Public – ‘of or concerning the people as a whole’ –

• Private – ‘belonging to or for the use of one particular person or group of 
people only’.

• Public management entails 
• dealing with and/ or controlling the needs and interests of ‘the whole’, which is 

in many cases the whole district, state or nation.

• Private management involves 
• managing the narrower needs of an individual or a group of shareholders

• At the most limited stakeholders



Similarities between Public & Private 
Administration

The accounting 
aspects like 

maintenance of 
accounts, filing, 

statistics and 
stocking are the 

same

They also share 
the same pool of 

manpower

The managerial 
aspects of planning, 

organizing, 
coordinating and 

controlling are the 
same for public and 

private administration

• In order to function 
efficiently, the public 
sector organizations are 
borrowing heavily from 
the business 
knowledge, 
administration and 
process orientation of 
private organizations. 



Key differentiating factors in effectiveness of 
Government/ PSUs vis-a’-vis Private sector

• Private sector organisations 
• More freedom 
• Flexible capacity 
• Changeability 

• Public organisations 
• Bound by more Laws, rules
• Traditions
• Structural checks and balances 

• There are five significant distinctions between the public and private sectors, 
which effects their managerial effectiveness:

• Fundamentally different Goals
• Hiring Process
• Procurement process 
• Accountability
• Process of defining goals



Fundamentally different goals – Profit v/s 
Social Upliftment

• Private sector –
• Profit Motive 

• Answerable to stakeholders, primarily shareholders

• Public sector –
• Public Interest 

• Answerable to Citizenry

• Since goals differ - Approaches differ

• However, maximisation of revenue and profits 
lead to more funds for public good, hence 
Public Service does not necessarily have 
fundamentally different goals.



Competition v/s Monopoly
• Public Sector and Government generally are monopolies, while private 

agencies work in a competitive environment

• Monopoly power comes from restrictions barriers to entry and by variety 
of factors:

• Increasing returns to scale over a large range of production

• High capital requirements or large research and development costs

• Production requires control over natural resources

• Legal or regulatory barriers to entry

• The presence of a network externality – that is, the use of a product by a person 
increases the value of that product for other people

• Monopolies can mask lack of effectiveness and efficiencies 

• Only effective and efficient organisations can survive a competitive 
environment



Efficiency v/s Effectiveness - Twin Indicators of 
Managerial Performance 
• Efficiency –

• ratio of output versus input

• If input is low - a person or an 
organisation can work at 100% efficiency 
with a low output. In fact a manager, 
administrator or department could easily 
be one hundred percent efficient and zero 
percent effective.

• Effectiveness -
• Is a measure of what you achieve, not of 

what you do

• e.g. one can spend all time in processes 
and discharge duties very efficiently, yet if 
the net result to the organisation is zero, 
the effectiveness is zero

Efficient Manager Effective Manager

Solves Problems Creates Alternative
Solutions

Safeguards Resources Optimises Resource 
Utilisation

Discharges Duties Obtains results

Has Apparent 
Effectiveness 

Managerial 
Effectiveness



Goal-setting process

• The private sector organisations set their own goals by virtue of their 
profit motive

• Goals of public sector organisations are guided by legislative and 
political mandates. Thus very often the framing of objectives is out of 
hands of the management of the organisations.

• Thus in order to increase effectiveness in this backdrop, public 
organisations must be nimble footed and quick to adapt to changed 
objectives in line with democratic traditions.



New paradigm shift to Good 
Governance



Goals of Good Governance

• ‘Good Governance’ is 
• Carried out in public interest.

• The provision of public goods 
to citizens through deliverables 
in public-interest

Public 
Interest

Industry, 
Agriculture & 

Commerce

Transportation

Energy

Defence & 
Law-Order

Justice

Health & 
Education



Good Governance – Effective Governance

• A commitment to 
ensure ethics, 
accountability, 
transparency and 
fairness within 
corporate 
governance. 

Transparency

Accountability

Ethics

Values



OPTIMISATION – FOOD FOR THOUGHT !! 

Transparency and Accountability
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"In a conflict between  
the heart and the 
brain, follow your 
heart. "

Swami Vivekananda


